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As aircraft become larger and lighter due to design requirements for
increased payload and improved fuel efficiency, they may also become much
more fl_,xible. For highly flexible vehicles, the handling qualities may not be
accurat_,ly predicted by conventional methods. This study applies two allalysis
methods to a family of flexible aircraft in order to investigate how and when
str,et_lral (_pecially dynamic aeroelastic} effects affect the ,;ynamic
characteristi<'s of aircraft. The first type of analysis is an open-loop modal
anal.v._i_ technique. This method considers the effect of modal residue
magnit_ld_,s on determining vehicle handling qualities. The second method is a
pilot-in-the-loop analysis procedure that considers several closed-loop system
characteri:_ties. Both analyses indicated how dynamic aeroelastic effects can
cause a degradation in vehicle tracking performance, based on the evaluation of
....,,., sim.lati_n re.s.lts.
This report is divided ;nto two volumes. Volume ! consists •1' the
devel_,pm_'nt and application of the t_o analysis methods described above.
Vol,me I! e.nsists _f the presentation of the state variable m.3dels of the
flexible aircraft configurations used in the analysis applications, mode shape
plots for the ._truct,ral mode.s, numerical results from the modal analysis,
freq.eney resp_,nse plots from the pilot-in-the_loop analysis and a list:.lg of the







The vehicle configurations are presented in state variable form using the
following state and output definitions.
Xv T _ [O_, _, U; OR, 71, 72,73, 74, _!' _2' _3' _41, (A.3.1_
y_T__A[u, 0R, _, "_,0T, 0T, nz]- (A.3.2)
- where all angles are expressed in radians, all angular rates _n radians per
sp,,,_n,._,the fo,'ward velocity perturbation, u, has units of feet per s_,cond and
.the generalized elastic deflections, _/, are dimensionless. The matrices which
describe the vehicle configurations are defined in the following equations.
_v : [AV] _v + [BIXp+ [D] xs
(A.3.3)
• _ : [Ci xv + IE]Xp + [F] x__g
4 The vectors, Xpand xg, are defined Chapter 4.
The results of the modal analysis cot_sist of several parameters which are ..
presented in matrix form. The equations which follow present the definitions _
of these modal analysis results.
The similarity transformation which was used to scale the eigenvectors, as




T : SCALING I_£6,TRIX
A diag[l 1, 1 _r 0'
: ' _0"0' 1, 1, 2,
_'3,_',,, 0' _' 0' 0'l, 2, 3, 4] 1A.3.4) '
z
, The scaled system is therefore described by the following set of equations.
_-v = Txv (A.3.5)
__v--T[AV]T l_v + T[Blxp + T[D]_
= [AV-SCALED] _v
+ [B-SCALED]__ v + [D-SCALED]x s (A.3.6)
X : [CITq_ + [E]xp + [F]_
: [C-SCALED]_i v + [E]xp + [F]x s (A.3.7)
The pilot lag states and gust states are defined in the following equations. .
_.p = [AP] xp + [Gp]/]p (A.3.8)
i s - {AG] Xs + [Gs] r/s (A.3.9)
The complete aircraft system state model used in the modal analysis is defined
in the following equations.
,x_..T -_ [ZpT' .xsT'XvT ] (A.3.10)
1985026890-015
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[,_1 0 0 1- [AG] 0 xlIB-SCALED] [D-SCALEDl [AV-SCALED]
Iip]I:l+ t/p + s T/_
= [AAIx + [GPlrlp+ [GG]_7_ (A.3.11)
y. = [[E] [F] [C-SCALED] ]x
= [CC]x (A.3.12)
The modal controllability, disturbability and observability matrices are defined
in the following equations.
[EEl A_modal matrix of [A.AI (A.3.13)
The. modal controllability matrix,
[CON] A [EEl I[Gpl. (A.3.14)
" The m_)dal dislurbability matrix,
, {DISTI A=[EEl '[GG]. (A.3.15)
And, the modal observability matrix,
Ions] _ [CC l [EE[. (A.3.16)




residues of the vehicle due to the ith control input are described by,
[C-IMP RESli =A[[01381 [CON]i] r (A.3.17)
- where [CON]i is the diagonal matrix formed by the ith column of the
modal controllability matrix and lOBS] is the modal observability matrix.
Each kj element of [C-IMP RES]i corresponds to the residue of the kth mode
for the jth output due to an impulse in the ith control input. Similarly, for the
disturbance residues,
[D-IMP RES]i _,-A[lOBS] [DISTli] T (A.3.18)
llere, [DIST]i is the diag;onal matrix formed by the ith column of the modal
disturbability matrix and so each kj element of [D-IMP RESil corresponds to
the residue of the kth mode for jth output due to an impulse in the ith
disturbance input.
The remainder of Appendix A.3 contains the numerical results of the
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The mode shapes of the data base configurations are defined to be
(l['fl(,('ti,,n_ in feet n¢)rm_.!ized so that for each mode the deflection at the
n()s(, (i._'. F.S. 0) is (me f(),)t. The deflecti(,ns are <lelin_,<!relative to a set of
1,<)<1_:_\(,s <leline<l in ihe f_,ll_)wing way. The x-axis lies along the longitudinal
nxi_ _,f th{, v{'hi('le and is dir('cl_,(I 5)rward. The )'-axis lies in Ill(, plane of the
_ing,,. i_ (_rth.g_,nal to the x-;,xis and points out the right wing. The z-axis is
orihc,g,m:)l i() the xy-plane and is directed downward. The origin of the xyz-
c()()rdin:lt_, sysl(,m is defined tt) be the center of gravity of the aircraft.
The defieciion definilions and their sign conventi_)ns that are used in thi:_
siudy are defined in Figure A..I.I. The mode shapes for the four I()ngitudinal























" deSectio_ are normalizedto a onefoot displacementat the nose
(
Figure A,4.2
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" deflections are normalized to a one foot displacement at the nose
FigureA.4.3
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• deflections are normalized to a one foot displacement at the nose
Figure A.4.4




• deflections are normalized to a one foot displacement at the nese
t
Figure A.4.5
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Listing of Modal Analysis Program
The modal analysis computer program which was used for the open-loop
analysis method is presented here. This program is written in FORTRAN and
makes use of a modular structure to simplify its use and to allow the reader to
more easily i'ollow the procedure. Documentation is integrated with the code
and a variable name listing and description is included to further aide the
reader.
l:v(_n lh_uq_h the program w,'_ written to be flexible, it is based on a linear
sysl_,m analysis package of subroutines that is unique to tile Purdue computer
sysl(,m. The package was developed at Purdue and is entitled LSLIB.
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LIST OF UARIABLES USED IN MODAL AMALYSIS PROGRAM
UARIABLE NAME t UPRIQBLE TYPE t DESCRIPTION
...................................................................................
Q t REAL t UTILITY UQRIQBLE USED IN SUBROUTIME PHAG
t t
AA t REAL ARRAY t AUC,:EMTED SYSTEM MATRIX
t t
AG t REAL RR.RA'/ t GUST ECUATIOM SYSTEM MAFRIX
t t
AMASE t REAL ARRAY _ ARRAY USED IN FORMZM_ MAG/PHASZ FORM OF
t t COi'tPLEX MATRICES
t t
AP t REAL ARRAY t PILOT EGUATIOM SY5TEM MATRIX
t t
ARRAY t REAl. ARRAY t UTILITY ARRAY USED IN SUBROUTINE PHAG
t t
A$ ? REAL ARRAY t UTILITY ARRAI/ USED IN 5CALII_G MATRIX AU
? t
AU t REAL ARRAY t UEHICLE EOUATXOh SYS'IEM MATRIX
t t
B t REAL ARRAY t VEHICLE EOUAIrIO;'!CI2MTRGL MATRIX
T t
B t REAL t UTILITY UARIABLE USED I14SUBROUTIIIE PHAG
t ?
lIB t REAL ARRAY t AUGMErlTED COMTPOL MATRIX - USED OMLY IF
? ? THE PILOT CHARACTERISTICS ARE ,_,OTBEIMG
t t MODELED IM THE ANALY_.:I5
t t
B_ t REAL ARR,W t UTILITY ARRAY USED I14 SC_LIMG MATRIX
t t
C t REAL ARRAY t OUTPUT MATRIX ASSOCIArE!] WITH THE
t t UEHICLE STATES
t t
CASE t REAL ARRAY t ALPHA-MUMERIC USED TO TITLE OUTPUT
t @
CC t REAL ARRAY ? AUCMEMTED OUTPUT P,AFRIX FORMED BY
? t COMBIMIMG C, E. AI_D F
t t
CMM t REAL _RRAY t UTILITY UECTOR USED TO DETERMINE ELEMENTS
? ? OF C _SSOCIATEO Wi[H PLUrlGE ACCEt_RATIUM (MZ)
t t
COM ",,CGMPLEX ARRAY t COMTPOLABILITY IIqTRIX FORMED FROM THE MOI3AL
t t MATRIX (EE) AlIO ThE 5YSIEM COhTRO:
t t MATRIX (BB OR CP)
@ @
CS t REAl. ARRAY t UTILITY ARRAY USFO IM SCALIMG K,AIRIX C
@ t
D t RZ,Q-LARRAY t UEHICLE E(IUATIOM DISYUR_AMCE MAT,_ (
t
DIST t COMPLEX ARRAY t DISTURBABILITY _ATRIX FORMFn F col_ rFE MODAL
t t MATRIX (EE) AMD TIIE S STEr_ IMCE '





DS t REAL ARRAY t UTILITY A_RRY USED IN SCALIMG MATRIX D
t t
E t REAL ARRAY t OUTPUT MATRIX ASSOCIATED WITH THE CONTROLS
t t
, EE t COMPLEX ARRAY t MATRIX OF EIGEMUECTORS OF MATRIX AR (ALSO
t t CALLED THE MODAL MATRIX)
t t
"i El t COMPLEX ARRAY t INUERSE OF MATRIX EE (INUERSE MOOAL MATRIX)
t
EIG t COMPLEX ARRAY t UECTOR OF ETGEMUPLUES OF MATRIX AA
t t
EIGMRT t COMPLEX ARRAY t DIACOMAL MATRIX OF EIGEMUALUES EIG
? t
EII_ t COMPLEX ARRAY ? INUERSE OF MATRIX EIGMAT
t t
EI_ t REAL ARRAY t UTILITY UECTOR USED TO DETERMINE ELEMEMTS
' t t OF E ASSOCIATED WITH PLUNG_ ACCELERATIOH (MI)
t t
F t REAL ARRAY t OUTPUT ;IATRIXASSOCIATED WITIITHE _ISTURBANCES
t t
FIELD t REAL ? USE_ IM PRINTING REAL MATRICES (O;ILYUSED IH
t t MPRIMT, A L5LIB ROU'_NE)
t t
FIELDC t REAL t USED IN PRIMTING COMPLEX MATRICES ((}MLYUSED
t t IN CMPRMT, R LSLIB ROUTIME)
t t
FMM t REAL ARRAY t UTILITY UECTOR USED TO DETERIIINEELEMENTS
? t OF F ASSOCIATED WITH PLUMCE ACCEI.EP_TIOH(MZ)
t t
FORMAA t SUBROUTIME t FORMS AUGMENTED SYSTEM MATRIX,AA
t t
FORMBB t SUBROUTINE t FORMS AUGMENTED COMTROL MATRIX BB UHEH I_=0
t t
FORMCC t SUBROUTINE t FORMS AUGMENTED OUTPUT MATRIX CC
t f
FORMGR t SUBROUTINE t FORMS AUGMENTED CONTROL MATRIX GPA AMD
t t AUGMEMTED DISTURDA_CE MATRIX GGA
t t
FORMNZ t SUBROI3TINE t FORMS PLUNGE ACCELERATIOM ELEMEMTS OF THE
? t OUTPUTMATRICESC, E AMD F
t t
GG t REAL ARRAY t DISTURBANCE EQUATION WHITE MOISE MATRIX
t t
GGA t REAL A_RAY t AUGMENTED SYSTEM WHITE NOISE DISTUREAMCE
; t t MATRIX
" t t
. GP _ REAL ARRAY t PILOT EQUATION WHITE NOISE MATRIX
t t
GPA t REAL ARRAY 'rAUGMENTED SYSTEM _HITE NOISE CONTROL ttATRI.X
I ?
! GRAU _ REAL t GRAUITATIONAL ACCELERATIOM
HBLA_IK _ REAL t USED IrlPRINTING H_TRILES (ONLY USED IMt t MPRINT AridCPPRMTo LSLIB ROUTINES)
t
I t IHTEGER t DO LOOP COUNTINGUARIABLE
? ?
IMPMAI t COMPLEX ARRAY t UTILITY ARRAY FOR OUTPUTTING RESIDUES




IP t INTEGER t DO LOOP COUNTING UARIABLE -
t t
IT_TLE t INTEGER t ALPHA-MUMERIC USED TO TITLE MATRICES
t t
J f INTEGER t DO LOOP COUMTI'_GUARIABLE
t t
dP t II_TEGER t DO LOOP COUNTING UARIABLE
@ @
JTITLE t INTEGER t ALPHA-NUMERIC USED TO TITLE _IATRICE5
@ t
K t INTEGER t DO LOCP COUrITINGUARIF_BLE
t t
XP t INTEGER t DO LOOP COUrITINGUARIABLE
t t
L t IMTEGER t DO LOOP CQUhTING UARIABLE
t t
LINE t IMTEGER @ UARIABLE USED IrlIIEADER,A LSLIB ROUTINE
t t USED TO TITLE OUTPUT
t t
LX t REAL t DISTANCE FROM NOSE TO C.G. OF AIRCRAFT (FT)
t t
M t INTEGER t # OF COLUMNS IN MATRIX ARRAY IN
? t SUBROUTINEPHRG
? t
MATOUT t COMPLEXHRP,AY t UTILITY NATRIX FOR OUTPUTTIMGCOMPLEX
t t MATRICES IllMIaG/PHASEFORrt
t t
MOrtAL t 5UDROUTIME t DETERMIIIESMOI]PLMATRIX, INUERSE MODAL
t I MATRIX ANn EIGENUALUES OF A MATRIX
t ?
M t IMTEGER t I#OF COLUMNS IN MATRIX MATOUT I_
t t SUBROUTINEPHRG
t t
rtqGC ? INTEGER t _ OF AG COLUMN$
? t
NAGR. t INTEGER t # OF AG ROWS
t ?
NRtIERG t IMTEGER ? ALPHA-NUMERICNAMING THE RG MATRIX
? ?
MRMERP t IMTEGER ? ALPHA-NUMERIC NAMIMG THE RP tt_TRIX
t t
rtAMEAU t IMTEGER t ALPHA-NUMERICNRMIrtG THE RU MATRIX
? t
NAMED t IMrEGER t RLPHF-MUMERICNPZIING THE B MATRIX
t t
NRMEC t IMTEGER t Pa.PHR-MUMERICNRMING THE C MRTRIX
t ?
rtNtLrD t IMTEGER ? ALPHA-NUMERICrINIING THE D MATRIX
t t
t_E[ t IPITEGER ? ALPHA-NUMERIC NAMIMG THE E MATRIX
t ?
MNIEF ? INTEGER ? RLPHA-PIU_RIC PIRMIPIGTHE F MATRIX
t ?
rIRMEGG ? IttTEGER ? RLPHR-I_JMERICMRMINGTHE GG MATRIX
t t
MRMEGP t IttTEGER t RLPHR-19JMERICtt_IrlG THE GP MATRIX
? t
MRPC t IMTEGER t _ OF AP COLUHHS
t t




_._UC t INTEGER t _ OF AU EOLIJ_
t t
MAWR t INTEGER t _ OF I_U ROWS
t t
MBC t IHTEGER t _ OF B COLUt_S
t t
NBR t INTEGER t _ OF B ROWS
t t
MC t INTEGER t _tOF CONTROLS IH UEHICLE EOUATIOM
t t
HCC ¢ IHTECER t ;F OF C COLUMNS
t t
; MCDU t IHTECER t NC + PID+ HU
t
. HCP t IHTECER t USED IH PRIHTIHG MATRICES (ONLY USED IH
t t MPRIHT AND CMPRNT, LSLIB ROUTINES)
t t
rlCPC t IHTEGER t USED IN PRIHTIMG MATRICES (ONLY USED IM
t t MPRINT AND CMPRrIT,LSLIB ROUTINES)
t t
:: flCR t INTEGER t _FOF C ROWS
t t
HD t INTEGER t _ OF DISTURBAh_ES IM VEHICLE EQUATION
t t
HDC t INTEGER t _:_OF D COLUMNSj t t
-1 NOR t INTEGER t • OF O ROWS
t t
NDU t INTEGER t MD + NU
t t
MF', t INTEGER t _ OF E COLUMNS
t t
MER ? INTEGER ? _ OF E ROWS
t t
MFC t INTEGER t I_OF F COLUMNS
t t
MFR t IHTEGER t _ OF F ROWS
t IHTEGER t j¢ OF GG COLUMNS
l_ ? ItITEGER t _ OF GG ROUS
: _ t t
MCPC t _MTEGER t _ OF CdD COLLggl5
t t
NGPR ? INTEGER t @ OF GI3 ROWS
• t t
MM t INTEGER t _ OF"OUTPUTSIM OUTPUTEOUATIOtt
t t
riP t IMTEGER ? FLAG FOR USIMG PILOT EOUATIOM111
t t THE ANALYSIS (I_=0; HO PILOT - MP-tlC;PILOT]
t t
tIP]_J t INTEGER t riP + MD  MU
t t
MRA t IttTEGEJE t ROWDIMErtSIO;tOF tIRTRIX I_TOUT IN
t t SUBROUTINEPle_G
t t
NU t INTEGER t _" OF RIGID BODYSLATES IM UEHICLE EQU_TIOtt
t t
MROW t INTEGER t ROWDIMENSION OF t_TRIX ARRAY IM
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I' 1' SUBROUTIME PHAG
? ?
MS." 1" INTEGER 1' _: OF STRUCTURAL MODE STATES MOnELED IN
1' 1" THE UEHIELE EC}UPTIOM
1' 1`
riU 1` INTEGER 1' _,;OF STATES IN THE UEHICLE EGUATIOM
NW 1`IMTEGER 1`ROW DIMENSIO,_ 0F UEHICLE SYSTEM MATRICES
: 1' t (THIS IS THE LA,o.CESTPCISSZ_LE MO_EL W._ICH
1' t AM BE ArlALYZED WIfHOUT ALTE;_IMG THE P2_GR_M)
1' 1`
r;_LX 1'IMTEGER r hU + NX
? 1'
NWXY 1` IrITEGER 1'h_  fIX+ MY
MUY 1' INTEGER 1' HW + MY
? 1`
NX 1' INTEGER 1` ROW _IMENSIOri C,/ PILOT ;;YSIEM MATP._CES
1' 1' (THIS IS THE LARGEST PILOT MODEL WH[C._I
': 1' 1' THE PROGRAMCAM HANDLE WITHOUi PLTERATIOPI)
1' 1.
RY t II_TEGER 1`RIgN DIMENSION {IF DISTUR_At_CE SYSTEM MI_T,_ICES
t 1`(THIS IS THE LARGEST GUST MOCEL WHICH THE
t t PI_OGRAM CAR HArlDLE WITHOUT ALTERATIOI_)
t 1. -
riZ 1.IriTEGER 1'ROW DIMENSION CF THE OUTPUT MATRICES
1. 1'(THIS IS THE LARGEST POSSIBLE NUMBER _F
t 1.OUTPUTS WHICH THE PROGRAM CAH HAHJDLE
t 1.WITHOUT ALTERATIrN)
1' 1'
OBS 1.COriPLEX ARRAY 1'OBSERUABILITY MPvRIX FORMED FROM T:iE MODAL
1' 1'MATRIX (EL) AND iHZ OUTPUT MATRIX (CO)
1' 1'
PHAG 1'SUBROUTINE t OUTPUTS A COMPLEX MATRIX IN PHASE A_I)
t 1' MHGHITUDE FORM (PHASE IN DEGREES)
I' 1'
PHI I'REAL ARRAY 1'MODE SHAPES FOR EACH OF THE -,IRUCTURAL MODES
I 1'
PHIP • REAL ARRAY t MODES SLOPES FOR EAC W OF THE STRUCTURAL MODES
1' 1'
RZSID ? SUBROUTUIE 1'DETERMItIE5 THe'.IMPULSE RESIDUE MPTRIX OF A
1' 1'SYSTEM GIUEM HE COrITROL#BILITY OR
: t 1' DISTURBA_JILITY Arid CBSEPuF_BILITY ":ATRICES ,
1` 1'
SCALE I'SlJBROUTINF. .I"SCALES THE PATRIC[S CIF A SYSTEM (IE. DYMAMIC,
I' r CONTROl_, DISTURBANCE A_D OUTPUT tlPTRICE3)
1' 1' WITH A _IAGiJfIALSCALIMG MptRIX
1' 1'
3TEP t SUBROUTT,wr. 1' FORMS STEP RESIDUE MATRIX OIUEM IMPULSE
1' 1.RESIDUE MATRIX A,flO UECTO_ OF EIGENU_LUES
1' 1.
' .STP r COMPLy'. ..el 1' UTILITY ARRAY FOR FORMIf_G RESIUUE MATRICES
I' 1' (USED IllSUBROLITI'tE STEP}
1' 1'
5TPMAT p COMPLEX .AKKM',° t UTILITY ARRAY FOR OUTPUTTIriG RESIDUES
1' t (STPMAT - S_EP RESIDUE MATRIW)
1' 1'
SUBT 1'REAL FLRRAY 1'bARIABLE USED IM PRI_ITItIG THE HEADING




T t REAL ARRAY t SCALING MATRIX FOR SCALIrIG TIIE UEHICLE STATES
t t
TERfll t REAL t INTERMEDIATE UARIABLE IN SUBROUTINE PHAG
t t
TERM2 ¢ REAL t INTERMEOIATE UARIABLE Itl SUBROUTINE PHAG
@ t
- TINU t REAL ARRAY ? INUERSE OF MATRIX T
t t
TITLE t REAL ARRAY t UARIABLE USED FOR PRINTI_G THE HEADIrtG ON
t t TIlE OUTPUT
t t
UZERO t REAL t CRUISE UELOC_rY OF AIRCRAFT
t t
WORK ? SUBROUTINE t DETERMINES THE CONTROLADILITY, DISIURD_31LI_Y
t _ AND OBSERUA_ILITY MATRICE_ OF A SY3TEM CIUEM
t t THE SYSTEM MATRICES AND THE MODHL MATRIX
t t
UK ? REAL ARRAY t UTILITY UECTOR USED IN SEUERAL SUBROUI'IhES
t _
X t REAL ARRAY ? TRANSFORMQTIGII UECTOR USED IM _ETERM(N!MG
t t ELEMENTS OF THE C MATRIX ASSOCIATED WITH








C ANALYSIS OF FLEXIBLE AIRCRAFT DYNAMIC5 USING MODAL ANALYSIS METHODS t
......................................................... t
C t
C THIS PROGRAM USE5 A MODAL AMA!_YSISTECHMIOUE TO DETERMINE THE t
C IMPULSE RESIDUES OF A STATE UARIHBLE MqTH MODEL OF A FLEXIBLE t
, C AIRCRAFT. IT DOES THIS AHALYSIS BY FORMING At!AUGMENTED SYSTEM ?
C FROM THE MATRIX EQUATIONS DESCRIBING THE UEHICLE DYUAMICS AND t





C UEHICLE MATRIX EQUATION - t
C t
C X-DOT = [AU]*X + [B],U + [O]*U ?
C t
C Y = [C_*X + [E]-U + [F]mU t
C t
C t
C PILOT MATRIX EQUATIOM - ?
C t
C U-DOT = [AP]*U + [GP]wETA ?
C f
C t
DISTURBANCE MATRIX EQUATION - ?
C ?










C::::: DIMENSION STATEMENTS :::::
C
DIMENSION AU(20,20_, B(20,5), g(20,5)






DIMENSION AA(30,30), BB(25,5), CC(15,30)
_IMENSION GPA(30,5), GGA(3OtS)
C
COMPLEX E16(30), EE(30,30), EI(30,30)








DIMENSIEH TITLE(7). CASE(4), SUBT(2)
: DIMENSION PHI(4). PHIP(4)
DIMENSION X(1,20), CMM(I,20), ENM(I,5)o FMM(I,5)
C
DIMEN5IOH A5(20,20), BS(20,5), C5(15,20),D5(20o5)
C
DIMENSION AMASE(30,2), ITITLE(2), JTITLE(2)





DIMENSION AR(20,20), ART(20,20), ATR(20,20), AT(20,20)





DIMErlSIOM A3(20,20), B3(20,5), B3(20,5)




DIMENSION (20,20), BM(20°5)o DM(20,5)°






C ....... _ .........
C::::: COMMON BLOCKS :::::
C ........





* C**m THESE UARIABLES ARE THE ACTUAL WORKING MATRIX DIMENSIONS
Cm*Q USES IM MOST OF THE SUBROUTINES
C
: COMMON/DIM/ NU, NC, MD, NM, NP
C
C::::: SET ROW OIMErlSIONS :::::
Ct,. THESE UARIABLE5 ARE THE ROW DIMENSION5 OF THE SYSTEM MATRICES
C
C ROW DIMENSION = SIZE OF MATRIX SET IN DIMENSION STATEMENTS
C
C**Q THESE ROW DIMENSIONS MUST BE AT LEAST'AS LARGE
C*** AS THE WORKING DIMENSIOHS
C
C AU(NWoNW)o B(MWoNX), D(MW°HY)
C AP(NX,NX). GP(NX,NX)
C AG(NY,NY)D GG(NY,NY)










NWY = NN + MY
NWXY = NW  NX+ NY
C
C ..... _ ...........................
C t
C PHYSICAL PARAMETERS PARTICULAR TO THIS FROBLEM t
C/l/lll/ll/tl//lllll///////lll///////////////////ll///t'//ll/_
C NUMBER OF STRUCTURAL MODES MODELED
MSM = 4
C STRUCTURAL MODE ::: SHAPES (FT) ::: SLOPES ?
C=_l_
PHI(1) = .349 $ PHIP(1) = -.02S40
PHI(2) = .400 $ PHIP(2) = -.03300
PHI(3) = .180 $ PHIP(3) = -.03456
PHI(4) = .140 $ PHIP(4) = -°03636
C CRUISE VELOCITY (FT/SEC) t
UZERO = 949.0
C c¢_.j_nlT L(2EAI"_ON(FT) t
LX = G3.4





C::::: READ TITLES :::::
















C:::;: READ MATRICES :::::



























,: DO 4 I=t,NCR! READ(5,*) (C(!,J),J=I,HCC)













: e WRITE(3,*) (E(I,J),JffiI,HEC)


























C::::: SET WORKING DIMENSIONS :::::
C---
C*** THESE UARIRBLES ARE THE ACTUAL DIMEMSIOM OF THE SYSTEM MATRICES
- C
C AU(MU,NU), B(NU,NC), D(NU,MD)
• C C(NM,HU), E(NM,NC), F(NM,ND)
C AP(NC,NC), GP(NC,NC)
C AG(ND,ND), CG(NO,l)
C AR(NCDU,HCDU), BB(NDU,NC), CC(Nil,rlCDU)
C




NDU : HU + ND
F_CDU= NU + FrO+ NC
C
C_ ..............................
Cwe* ItlCLUDEPILOT MODEL IN ANALYSIS - NP = MC ?




NPDU : NU  NP
C
C ?
C THIS SZCTIOM OF THE PROGRAM IS PROBLEM DEPENDENT ?
Clllll///////////l///////l///////////////l/////l/////l///l//?
C IT IS DUE TO THE CHOICE OF USING PLUNGE ?
C ACCELERATION AS A SYSTEM OUTPUT UARIABLE ?
C_ ............
C
C:::':. FORM UECTOR-X FOR IIZEOUATION :::::
C
DO 13 I-I,NU

































• :::,.C::.:: FORM SCALING MATRIX ""
C
C ..........
C THE T MATRIX IS PROBLEM OEPENDEMT
CI/l/ll///illl/ll/l//l/lillll////iI//llll/il/lJiJ/i/lli//ll
C .........
C*** THE ACTUAL SCALING MATRIX, T, IS PROBLEM DEPENDEHT
Cmm* BUT THE SCALING PROCESS IS ALWAYS RECOMMENDED
C
C'w* HUMBER OF RIGID BODY STATES
C
NRB = HU - 2.0 * MSM
C
C*** IM TH_S CASE, THE SCALIMC MATRIX, T, IS BASEO OH MODE SLOPES
C
C [I.0 ]
C [ 1.0 ]
C [ I/U ]
C [ 1.0 ]
C [ Y/X(1) |
C [ Y/X(2) ]
C T = DIAG{ Y/X(3) ]
C [ Y/X(4) ]
, C [ Y/X(1) I
C [ Y/X(2) J
C C Y/X(3) ]
C [ Y/X(4J I
_ CC - WHEREY/X(I) IS THE HODESLICE ASSOCIATEgWITH




C - WHERE U IS SOME CHARACTERISTIC UELOCITY





'_t 16 T(I,J) : O.O
1985026890-214
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15 T(I,I) = 1.0
C
T(3,3) = 1.0 / UZERO
C
DO 17 I=I,NSM
T(I+NRB, I+NRB) = PHIP(I)
17 T(I+NRB+NSM,I+NRB+NSM) = PHIP(1)
C
Cl/ll/illiilli///li/llillli/iill//I/li/i/ii//lliililii/ilil













C::::: SET UP TEST ARRAY :::::
C
C*mt NR = THE NUMBER OF RETAINED STATES
C*** HT = THE NUMBER OF TRUNCATED STATES
C
HR = 12
NT = NU - NR
C





IF (NT.EO.O) GO TO 42
C
Come IF TEST(I) = .FALSe, THE.ITH STATE I5









C::::: APPLY STATE MODEL RESIDUALIZATIOM :::;:
C


































C*_H_ RESET _U SO THAT THE UEHICLE MODEL IS
C**m REPRESENTED BY THE SMALLER. RESIDUALIZED MODEL
C
MU = HR
NDU = ND + I'K/
'; hPDU = HP  _D+ _0
C::::: FORM AUGMENTED WHITE MOISE MATRICES :::::
l C ( 0 I C C,P J
C CCA = { GG ] GPA = [ 0 ]
• i C (0 ] (0 J
1 C ,
C IF tip = 0';
C
C





C::::: OUTPUT NOISE MATRICES :::::
C
CALL P;PRIMT(l_lY, GGA,MPDU,1,1, G, _AMEGG,1 )








C::::: FORM AUGMEHTED SYSTEM MATRIX ::::: i
C
, C [APtO tO ]
C AA = [ 0 ? AG T 0 ]
C [B tD tAU]
" C







CALL FORMAA(AM,AG,_P,BM,DM,AA,MN,NX,MY,NWXY) IC IC//////,// OUTPUT MATRIX AA .............
CALL MPRINT(_NXY,AA,FIPDU,NPDU,8,S,_AA_,I) I
C
IF (KP.HE.O) GO TO 18
C
C ......................................
C_:::: FORrl,_UCMENTEDB MATRIX :::::
C .........












C::::: FORM AUCrlE_TEDC MATRIX :::::
C







C///////// _TPUT MATRIX CC ............
CALL MPRIMT(HZ,CC,MM,MPOU,5,G,_CCW,I)
C
C::::: DETERMIME E-UALUES AMD E-UECTORS OF MATRIX AA "_:::




CALL MOI3AL(AA, EIC,EE, E I,NWXY )
C
C///////// OUTPUT E-UECT(]R MATRIX ...........
CALL CMPRNT (NW×Y _EE, NPDU, NPDU, G,S, _EEx, 1)
C
C ........
C:::: : DETERMINE COMTROLABII.IT',',OISTUPBABILITY ,qHI] ::: ::
C: :::: OBSERUABILITY MATRICES :::::
C ...........................................................
C
C CCN = MIMU * B
C DIST = MINU * D
C OBS = C " M




IF (NP.EO.O) GO TO 21
C
CALL I,JORK (GPA, CC, GCA, EE, E I,i'fX,t4Y,NZ, NWXY, CON, OTIS,DIST )
CO TO 22
C




C//////////// OUTPUT CON, OIST, OBS MATRICES .............
-i c
i DATA ICNAME/_ CONTPOL_. _ABIL ITY _/
DATA Ini'4AME/_ DISTURBS, _ABILITY _/
I DATA IONAP,E/_ OBSERUA_,._B ILITY _/
CALL CMPRHT( ti_JXY,CON, rIPDU,NC, G,6,*CON*, I)
CALL PHAG( CON, NLJ',.(Y,hPDU, #'4C,ISNAME° F',MASE,#'IATOUT,#'4WXY)
: CALL CMPRNT (N_IXY,I)IST,NPDU, I,G,G,_015T,,,I,1)
CALL PHAG( IIIST,N_JXY,tIPDU°!,IDNAME, AMASE, MATOUT, I"IIJX'/)
COLL ,:MPRMT(NZ,OBS. rIM,NPOIJ,B,S.XOBS_, I]
CALL PHAG (OBS,HZ. AM, tipDU, IOMAME, APIASC°MATOUT, IiZ)
C
C ...........
C::::: DETERMINE MOnhL IMPULSE AND STEP RESIDUE MATRICES :::::
C ...............................................................
C





GO1 FORMAT(///, _.OX° _e*eee*eelmemeeoe* lwmeeeemeeemeNeQmemm_,/,
" fOX.Xme RC'SIDUE MA'IRICES ,PmW,/,
^ LOXo;_Ommm'eme tlleue_em_ememoe_mem_e_m_,e_eW_/_
^ lOXo_e_e Rl}IJ5CO_RFqPI}I'III,'3MODES emma,/,
^ IOX,_"*_ COLUMNS COPRESFONn TO OUTPUTS .,o,_./.
^ I OX_ ,_e,_meem.meeem ee _emm e.emeem mem._mem _eeee_)
C








C///// OUTPUT IMPULSE RESIDUE MATRIX
C
_ITE(G, GO2) I
G02 FORMAT(/, 5X, _. ,e_/.
,., SX,_m IMPULSE RESIDUE MATRIX F[_ CONTROL - m, 13,/,
•. 5X, _m............... ._)
C
Cf4LL 09PRNT(MI,JXY,IMPMAT, .F_IgU,MM,G,G,wr.-IMP ._ES re.l)
C
DATA ITI FLE/_ COMTROLx.m El_SIDLE _/
CALL PHAG( 1MPMAT. MtJXY.FIPI_J,_M. ITITLE. _MA_,E.MATDUT. M_X'Y)
C
CALL STEP (IMPMAT. EIG. HL;XY,WZ, STPMAT. EICMAT. EIHU )
C
C,'//// ObTPUT STEP RESIDUE MATRIX ......
C
64RITE(G,GO4) I
GO4 FORMAT(///. 5X, _ #t,/,
,, 5X,_ STEP RFSIDUE MATRIX FOR CI_'TV.OL- _.13,/.
5X, mm ,_,/)
C
CALL _MPT_ST(rr3XY.STPMAT._DU.MMoSoGo_C-STP RE5 re.l)
C








CALL RESID(DIST° OBS. rlZ°MY. _flJXY.IMP_H4T.I)
C
C///// OUTPUT IMPULSE _SII]UE MATRIX -_--._
C
WRITE(So S03) I
k_03 FORMAT (///.5X, m ,am,
•_ °/,SX,_ IMPULSE RESIDUE MAT;_IX r('_ _ISTU2_A_E - _.13,/.
" 5X, # _.-.°/ )
C
CALL CMPRHT(r_XY, IMPM_T,rPDU, rlM°G,G,_eD-IMP RES *,X)
C
D_TA JTITLE/_DISTURBAMC_',_E RESTT%UE _/
CALL PHAG ([MP_AT •HWXY. rlPDU._IM°JT_TLC. PHASE. MA rOUT._WXY )
C
CALL STEP( IM_MATo EIG, _UXY. MZ° SIT'MAT°El _MAT. EIrIU)
C
C/Ill/ OUTPUT STEP RESIDUE MATRIX .....
C
W_ITEtS,_05) I
S05 FORMAT(///. 5X. _ mm,/,
•" 5X._ STEP RESII]UE MATRIX FOR _]ST_'_!_E - ram.T3./.
"" 5)4.# ................... _eo/ )C
El=iLL EI"IP_,"_IT(f"_,_XY,__TP?"IAT._','P:IU,HM,G.G,m_)-STp laE_ _. 1)C

















C THIS SUBROUTINE FORMS THE AUGMENTED MATRIX -
C
C I APt 0 t 0]
C AA = [ 0 t AG 9 0]
C [ B _ D?AOI
C
C - FROM THE HATRICES AP, AG, AU. B AND I]
C IF _P ---HC
C
C AMD ',EAUGMEtITED MATRIX -
C
C AA = [ AG ? O I
C [ n t AU]
C




C CALL STATEME_IT ARGUtIEtITS- _"
C
C AU : flu X riu MATRIX OF ROW DIMEHSION NW
C AC : _'IDX rid MATRIX OF _0_ DIhEtISIO;1NY
C AP :rlC X tIC MATRIX OF ROW DIMEt(SIOrlfix
C B : flu X tiC MATRIX OF RO_ DItlEhSION ti&4
C I) : NO × rid MATRIX OF _OW nIMENSI(]tlHH
C AA : NCOU X NCDV MATRIX OF ROW DIMEr_SIOtlM_XY
C
C ........................................ _ ................
C
5UBROUT INE FORMAA(AU, AG, AP, B,D,AK, NW, MX, NY, riWFY)
DIMEFISION AU(NW, M_4), _)G(tIY,i;_'), AP(NX, t4X)
DI;'IEN5ION B(NW,NX) _ D(NW,NY), AA(NW×Y, NWXY)
C
COMMO_ /DIM/ l'_J,MC, NI), riM, tip
C
t_PI]V= NU • tip
C




20 NA(I,J) = 0.0
10 C{]NTINUE
C
IF (NP.EQ.O) GO TO 35
C




40 AA(I.J) = AP(I,J)
30 COMTIMUE
C






GO AA(I+NP+MD,J) = B(I,J)
50 CONTINUE
: C
C F_RM CEMTER PARTITIION OF MATRIX AA IF NP = MC,
C OR THE UPPER RIGHT PARTITION OF MATRIX AA IF NP = 0
C
35 DO 70 I=I,ND
DO 80 J=I,ND
80 _A(I+NP,J+NP) = AG(I,J)
,' 70 CONTINUE
C




I00 AA(I+riP+MD,J+NP+ND) = AU(I,J)
90 CONTINUE
C
C FORM LO_ER CEHTER PARTIFION OF MATRIX AA IF NP = NC















C THIS SUBROUTINE FORM5 THE AUGMENTED MATRIX -
C
C BB = [ 0 ]
C (B]
C
C - FROM THE MATRIX B AND THE ZErO PARTITION




C CALL STATEMENT ARGUMENT5 -
C
C B : NU X iICMATRIX OF _OW DIMENSI_flN_
C BB : NDU X NC MATRIX OF ROW DIrIEHSIOMMWY






COMMON /DIM/ MU, NC, ND, HM, NP
C
_CU = NU + MD
C




20 BB(I,J) = O.O
1O CONTINUE
C
C . FORM LO_ER PARTITION OF MATRIX BB
C
DO 30 I=I,NU .,
DO 40 J=I,HC








::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::..... ..... ":':'|:. • :..-.,.
C SUBROUTINE FORMCC
.. ,. • • • :,'.:'':''" : . :::''::. ...
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE FORMS THE MATRIX -
C
C CC = [ E 1'F I'C )
C




C CALL STATEMENT ARGUMENTS -
C
C C : NM X FIU MATRIX OF" ROW DIMENSION NZ
C E : HM X NC MATRIX OF ROU DIMEIqSION tiZ
C F : NM X rid MATRIX OF RI]',IDIMEr_SION MMZ
C CC : NN X NCDU MATRIX OF RLIU DI_IEI'ISIL]MMWXY
C I'IW: COLUMN I]IMENSION CF MATRIX C
C MX " COLUMN DIMENSION OF MATRIX E
C tiY : COLUMN ]]INEN510H OF MATRIX F
C
C ..... Q ....
C
SUOROUT ItiEFORMCC(C, E°F °CC, FlU.N'¢.tiY.NZ, MWXY)
_IMEIISIOr! C(tiZ, NU), E(NZ. fiX), F(NZ,MY), C_.(NZ, NUXY)
C
COMMON "DIM/ MU, NC, till,MM, liP
C
ft°Di; = tiU • rio 4- tiP
C




20 CC(I,J) = 0.0
IO CONTINUE
C
IF (RP.EQ.O) GO TO 25
C
C FORM LEFT PARTITIOti OF MATRIX CC IF tip = tiC
C
DO 30 I=I,LIM ,"
no 40 J=t,tiC
40 CC(I,J) =' EEl,J) ,
30 COFITItiUE
C
C FORM CEtiTER PARTITIOfl OF MATRIX CC IF MP = tiC
C OR FORM LEFT PARTITION OF MR[NIX CC IF PIP = 0
C
25 DO 50 I=l.tiM
DO 60 ,J=l,MO
GO CC(I,J*NP) = F(I,J)
50 COl'ITINUE
C
























C THIS SUBROUTINE FORMS THE MATRICES -
C
C [ 0 ] [GP]
C GGA = [ GG ] ; GPA = [ 0 ]
C [ O] [ OI
C
C - FROM THE MATRICES CC AND GP
C IF NP = 0, WHERE THE LO!JER
C ZERO PARTITIONS HAUE flU @OUS
C AND THE OTHER ZERO P_RTITIONS
C ARE COMPATABLE WITH THE
C CORRESPONDING POPULATED PARTITIONS
C
C AND, THE MATRIX -
C
C GGA = [ GG l
C [ O]
C
C - IF MP = he, _HERE THE LOWER




C CALL STATEMENT ARGUhENT5 -
C
C _G : ND X I KATRIX OF ROW DIMENSION NY
i C CP : NC X NC MAFRIX OF ROW DIMENSION NX
i C GGA : NPDU X 1 MATRIX OF ROW DIMENSION hUXY
, C (IF NP = O; NPDU = NO  NU
i C IF NP = HCf NPDU = NP + NU) :




DIMENSION GC(NY, I). GP(NX.MX). GGA(NWXY. I), GPA(NUXY,NX)
C
COMMON/DIM/ NU, HC, NO, NM, NP
i NPDU = NP • ND  NU
C INITIALIZE MATRICES GGA AND GPA TO ZERO
" DO I I=I,NPDU
£ GGA(I.I) = 0.0
DO 2 J=I,NC
2 GPA(I°J) = 0.0
I CONTINUE
C
C FORM UPPER PARTITIC.'IOF MATRIX CGA IF NP = 0
C OF FORII CENTER PARI ITION OF MATRIX GGA IF HP = NC
C
DO 3 K=I,ND





















C THIS SUBROUTIME UETERMIMES THE ROllOF"ELEMEMTS
" C OF THE MATRICES C, E AMD F WHICH CORRESPOND
C TO TERMS OF AN OUTPUT EQUATIOM WHICH DESCRIBES
C AM _UTPUT UARIABLE WHICH IS PROPORTIOMAL TO
C THE FIRST DERIUATIUE OF THE STATES, WHERE-
C
C Y = CX + FM.
C
C THE ROW WrlICHCORRESPOr4DSTO THE THIS RESPONSE
C I5 ASSUMED TO BE THE LAST ROW OF THE MATRICES.
C
C THE OPERATION OF DETERMINING THE X-gOT
C PROPORTIONAL ELEMEHTF COM_IST5
C OF E×TRACTING CERTAIh ELEMENTS OF THE MATRICES R,
C B A_D D WHICH APPEAR IN THE OUTPUT EOUATIOM.
C
C IM THE SPECIFIC PROBLEM DOME IM THI5 STUDY,
C THE X-DOT PROPORTIONAL OUTPUT IS PLUHCE ACCELERRTIOH.
C THE ACTUAL NZ EQUATIOM CAM BE FOUMD IN THE TEXT
C DESCRIBIMG THIS SUBROUTINE.
C
C
C CALL STATEMENT ARGUMENTS -
C
C A : MU X NU MATRIX OF ROW DIMEMSIOM
C B : NU X MC MATRIX OF ROW DIMEMSION MW
C C : NM X NU MATRIX b¢ ROW DIMENSIOflN:
C D : MU X MD MATRIX OF ROW DIMEMSION Ng
C E : NM X NC MATRIX OF ROW DIMEMSIOM M:
C F : MM X ND MATRIX OF ROW DIMENSIOM MZ
C MX : COLUMM DIMEM510M OF MATRICES B AND E
C MY : COLUMN DIMEMSIOM OF MATRICES O AND F
C X : I X N) TRAMSFORMATIOM ROW UECTOR OF
C COLUMM DIMEMSIOM NW
C CMM: I X NM UTILITY ROW UECTOR OF MZ ELEMENTS
C FOR THE MATRIX C OF COLUMM DIMEMSIOM MI4 '
C EHM: I X NC UTILITY ROW UECTOR OF NZ ELEMEMTS
C FOR THE MATRIX E OF COLUMM DIMENSION MX
C FMM: I X ND UTII"TY ROW UECTOR OF rlzELEMENTS




DIMENSION A(MW,MW), B(MU,MX), C(MZ,NW)
DIMEMSIOM D(rlW,NY)° E(MZ,NX), F(NZ,NY)
DIMENSIO_ X(iorlg), CNM(I,Ng), EHM(I,NX), FNM(I,NY)
C
COMMON /DIM/ MU, MC, NO, 1111,liP "
C
C SUBROUTINEMULT ( A, B, AD, L, M, N, rLq, M8, I'kqB)
C
C COMPUTES THE MATRIX PRODUCT: AB = R * B
C A : L X M MATRIX WITH ROW DIMENSION HA
1985026890-228
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c_:_:::::::_:::;:::l::****_:_:_:_:••_;::.•**_:*_*_::_:_*** *•,, ** •,** . . .•:_|
C SUBROUTINE MODAL
• * • • we * e• • • • • •
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE EIGEIIUECTORS,





C CALL STATEMENT ARGUMENTS -
C
C AA : NPDU X HPDU MATRIX OR ROW DIMENSION MWXY
C EIG : NPDU UECTOR OF EIGEhVALUES OF MATRIX AA (Ic
C DIMENSION NWXY
C EE : NPDU X NPDU MATRIX OF EIGENUECTORS OF AA
C CF ROW DI_EHSION NUXY







COMPLEX EIG(NUXY), EE(NWXY,MUXY), EI(NWXY,NWXY)
C
CCMMON /DIM/ NU, NC, HO, NM, NP
C





C SUBROUTINE GEIGEM ( MR, AA, N, JOB, UK, KPR, FROM,
C EIG, NE, EE, EI, _AME )
C '
C COMPUTE5 EIGENUALUES AND, OPTIONALLY, NODAL MATRIX OR
C NORMALIZED MODAL MATRIX AND INVERSE MODAL MATRIX OF A
C REAL GENERAL MATRIX
C
C INPUT ARGUMENTS-
C AA(N,N): REAL GENERAL MATRIX WITH ROW
C DIMENSION NA
C N : ORDER OF AA
C JOB : OPTION CONTROL
C = 0 : EIGENUALUES OtILY
C = I : EIGENUALUES PND MO_AL MATRIX
C = _ : EICEr4UALUES, MODAL MATRIX AND ,
, C I_UERSE MODAL tXATRIX
C = 3 : SANE AS I WITH NORMALIZED
C MODAL MATRIX
C = 4 : SANE AS _ WITH hORMALIZED
C MODAL MATRIX
C WK : RE_L WORKVECTOR OF LENGTH GREATER
C THA_ 2*N_N + 3mN
C KPR : PRINT CCNTROL
C = 0 : PRINT NOTHING
C = I : PRINT EIGEHUALUES
C = 2 : PRINT EVERYTHING
C FROM : IO-CHARACTER NAME OF CALLING PROGRAM
1985026890-229
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C MA,h_ : ROW DIMENSIOMS
C NAME : IO-CHARACTER NAME FOR MATRIX RR
C
C OUTPUTARGUMEMT5-
C EIC(N) : COMPLEX UECTOR OF EICENUALUES OF AR
C EE(H.N) : MODAl-MATRIX WITH ROW DIMEMSIOR ME















C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES _ND PRINTS COMPLEX MATRICES




C CALL STATEMENT ARGUMENTS -
C
C ARRAY : M X M COMPLEX MATRIX OF ROW DIMEMSIOM NROW
C ITITLE : T_O fIORDLEr,GTHLITERAL _R_AY COMTAIMIrlGTHE
C NAME OF ARRAY IM THE MAIM PROGRAM
C AMASE : NRA X 2 ARRAY CONTAINING T_;EM_GMITUDE AND
C PHASE FORM OF THE ELEMENTS OF THE COLUMNS OF ARRAY
C MATOUT : M X M COMPLEX MATRIX OF ROW DIMEtIS[GMrlRA










C NROW : ROW DIMENSION OF THE INCOMING MATRIX
C NRA : ROW DIMENSION OF THE OUTPUT MATRIX
C
C PRIMT HEADER FOR OUTPUT MATRIX
C BOTH WORDS OF ITITLE CAM BE SET IN A DATA STATEMENT OR





C NO ERRORS WILL BE FLAGGED IF ITITLE IS PASSED AS A SINGLE UARIABLE;







C PHAO LOOPS THROUGH ARRAY COLUMN BY COLUMN COMUERTING












C SEPARATE REAL AND [MAGINPRY PARTS OF COMPLEX NUMBERS

















C LOAD INTO OUTPUT MATRIX
C
C CMPLX 15 ANSI STANOARD REAL TO COMPLEX EONUER510M
C





C USE COMPLEX MATRIX OUTPUT RRUTINE TO PRINT MATOUT
C HEABER PRINTING 5UPRE5SEO (LPRINT= -t)
C
CALL CMPRNT (NRA,MATOUT, M,M,S,G,_OUTPUTM, -l)
C
I_}0FORMAT(l/z/x/, fOX, 50(_-_) )
IIO FORMAT(IOX, 2AIO,_ MATRIX (_,12,_ BY _,12,_) _,/,










C THIS SUBROUTIME bETERMIHES THE OUTTER PRODUCT
• C OF THE MATRIX OB5 AnP A COLUMn OF THE MATRIX COM.
C THIS MATRIX RESIIAT. _PRESEHTS AM IMPULSE RESIDUE
C MATRIX.
C
C THE ELEMEMTS OF THE RESMAT MATRIX ARE URITTEH TO A TAPE
C 50 THAT PO3T FXECU_IOM ANALYSIS CAH BE PEPFORMED. SOME
C EXA_IPLES OF THIS MICHT BE II,IR_IALIZATIONOR REOROERIMG
C OF THE RESIDUES ASSOCIATED WIT)% FARTICULAR MODES.
C
' C CALL STATEMEMT ARGUMEMTS-
C
C CON : _P_U X ME MATRIX OF ROW DIMENSION t_UXY
C OBS : _M X tiPDU ilATRIX OF RO!I DIIIEMSIOM _Z
C MX : COLUMn DIMXtISION OF MATRIX CON
C RESMAT : MATRIX FOR_ED F_OM OUTER PRODUCT OF
C OB5 F_IO A COLUM_ OF CON
C I : COLUMN OF COM USED IM OETERMI_IMG RESMAT "
C
C
SUBROUTIME RESID(COM,OBS,MZ,MX,MUXY, RESMAT, I)
COMPLEX CON(t_UXY,NX), OBS(HZ,MWXY), RESMAT(MWXY, MZ}
C
COMMO_I /DIM/ MU, MC_ _9, MM,
C













• :.1| • " :" ::::|:::::ISI:::.**
C -r4JBROUTIME SCALE
C::::'-:''::*:,- • .°-.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.. - .- . . o',
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE SCALES THE MATR:CES A, B, C AND O WITH
C A DIAGOI_AL MATRIX T. THIS PROCEDURE IS AIIRLOCQU5 TO
C A CHAMGE OF URRIABLE TRPZLSFORMRTION.
C
C X-DOT = AX + BU + OW
C Y = CX + FW
C
C APPLY TRPMSFORMATIOM X = TZ
C
C _-I]OT = (TIMUtAmT)Z  (TIMU,B)U+ (TIMUmD)W
C Y = (CmT)X + EU + F¼
C
C
SUBROUTI NE SCALE ( R, B_C• O• MW,MXi I1Y• MZPT, T I ttUoAS, BS t CSpDS)
DIMENSIOn R(MW, MW). B(MU.NX]m CiMZ, MW), O(;IW.MY)
OlrlEN_lOll AS(MW, MW)• BS(MW.NX). CS(MZ, MW), DS(MW, MY)
DIMENSIOM T(NW. HW), TIlgU(_il.l,NW), W2K(SO0)
C




C SUBRCUTIME RIIIU ( TT• TI, 141(,I_R, 11 )
C
C CG;_dTE5 THE InUERSE OF A REAL MATRIX
C
C INPUT ARGUMEMTS-
C TT(M,M) : REI_. MATRIX WITH ROW DIMEMSIOPI MR
C Ul( : REAL WORK UECTOR WITH LEMGTH
C GREATER THAn M*f1_2mM
C MR : ROW DIflEMSIOH
C
C OUTPUT RRGUMEMTS-





C FORM IMUERSE OF 5CALII_ MATRIX T
C




C 5UBROUTIME MP3 ( MR, RR, R, MB, BR. B, MC, CA, CC, C, !_, P )
C
C COMPUTE THE MATRIX PRODUCT: P = A*IB'C
C
C A I _ X BR REAL MATRIX WITH GO_l DI_EMSIOM I_
C B : BR X CR REAL MATRIX WITH ROW DIMENSION MB
C C : CR X CC REAL MATRIX WITH ROW OI;IEf1510n_ .






C FORM :_CALED DYNAMIC MATRIX AS
C




C 5UBROUTIMF MED ( AIM, _OUT, MR, MC, t_R!, NRO ) 1
C
C 5TORE .qATRIX AIM(MR,tiP.) IM THE MATRIX AOUT(NR,HC)





C EOUATE SCALED DYNAMIC MATRIX AS TO DYNAMIC
C MATRIX _ FO_ RETURN TO MAIrl PROGRNt
C




C SUBROUTIME MULT ( A. D. AB, L, M, ,'I.MAD NBo tlAB )
C
C CORIPUTE MATRIX PROIJLJCT:A_ = A*B
C
C A : L X 11MATRIX WITH RI_W IiIMENSIOH
C B : M X M MAFRIX WITH ROW Dt_IENSIOM MD
C A3 : L X I'IMATRI)( WITH ROW DIHENSIL)'IflA8





C FORM SCALED CONTROL MATRIX BS AI_D EOUATE IT TO THE
C COMTROL MATRIX B FOR RETUR;t TO MAIM PRLIGRI:::_I
C
CALL MULT( T, B, B5, IIU, MU, MCoIIW, I'¢h Ii&4)
CALL MEO (I)5.B,rlVIHC, MW, ;IW)
C
C FORM SCALED DISTURBAHCE MATRIX D5 AM]] EQUATE IT TO
C THE DISTRUBAI'tCE MATRIX 1] FOR RETURM TO MAIM _ROGRAM
C
CALL HI_.T(T. D. DS,tlU, MU.MD.MU.fllJ, NIJ)
CALL MEQ(DS. D. NU, M/). N.h MIJ)
C FORM SCALEI] OUTP' " MATRIX C5 Arid EOUATE IT TO THE
C OUTPUT MATRIX C FJR RETURM TO MAIM PROCRAM
C
CALL MULT(C. T IrlU. CS, i_, t_, ftU. MZ. N&I,tlZ)










C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMIHES THE MATRIX UF
C STEP RESIDUES FOR A GIVEN IMPULSE RESIDUE
C MATRIX AMD A SPECIFIED SET GF EIGEH-
C VALUES.
; C
C THIS IS DOME BY FORMING A DIAGONAL HAT?IX
._ C OF THE EIGEMUALUES AHD POST--;IULTIPLYIHG ITS




C CALL STATEMENT ARGUEMENTS -
C
C IMP : HPDU X rimMATRIX OF ROW
C DIMENSIOH MW×Y (IIIPUL_E RESICUES)
C EIG : NPDU VECTOR OF DIMENSION MWXY
C (VECTOR OF E-VALUES)
C STP : MPDU X NM MATRIX nF ROH
C DIMENSION NWXY (STEP PESIDUES)
C EIGMAT : NPDU X MPDU DIACOMAL MATRIX
C OF ROW OII_EMSION MNXY
C (E-VALUES ON DIAGOMAL)
C EINU : HPDU X NPDU DIACOMAL MATPIX
C OF ROW DIMENSICN NWXY




SUBROUTINE STEP (IMP,EIG. HWXY, NZ, STP. EIGMAT, EIMU)
: C




COMMON /DIM/ _U, MC, MB, _M, NP
C
HPDU = MP + HD * MU




G EIGMAT(J,K) = 0.0
5 CONTINUE
C
C FORM DIAGONAL MATRIX OF E-VALUES
C
O0 10 I=I,MPBU
IO EICMAT(I,I) = EIO(1)
C
C 5UBROUTIHE CIHU ( TT_ TI, WK, MR_ M ) ",
C







i C TT(NoN) : COMPLEX MATRIX WITH ROW DIMENSION NR
C UK : REAL WORK VECTOR WITH LENGTH
i C GREATER THAN NwM*2 + 3mM
: C MR : ROW DIMEHSIOM
C M : ORDER OF TT AND TI
C
; C OUTPUT ARGUMENTS-
_I ' C TI(N.M) : COMPLEX INVERSE OF TT WITH











C SUBROUTINE MULTCC ( A, B. AB, L, M, I4, NA, MB, HAB )
C
C COMPUTE MATRIX PRODUCT: AB = A*B
C
C A : L X M COMPLEX MATRIX WITH ROW DIMENSION MA
C B : M X M COMPLEX MATRIX WITH ROW DIMEriSIOM NB
C AB : L X N COMPLEX MATRIX WITH ROW DIMENSION NAB
C
C
C FORM STEP RESIDUE MATRIX
C
CALL MULTCC(EIHU, IMP,STP,NPDU, MPDU,HM,I'IWXYINWXY,HWXY)
C




















C THIS SUBROUTINE F3RMS THE COMPLEX MATRICES
C CON, ogs AMD gIST 9Y MULTIPLYING THE MATICES
C B, C AND D BY A COhPLEX MATRIX M.
C
: C THIS COMPLEX MATRIX MULTIPLICATION REPRESENTS A }
C TRANSFORMATION THROUGH THE COMPLEX MATRIX M, WHEM
C THE MATRICES B, C AND D ARE RELATED THROUGH THE
C STATE UARIABLE EOUATIONS -
C
' C X-DOT = AX + BU + g_
C Y=CX
C
C 30 THAT -
C
C COM = MIMU * B
C OB5 = C • M




C CALL STATEIIEMTARGUMENTS -
C
C g : MPDU X NC MATRIX OF ROW DIMENSION NHXY
C C : MM X MPDU MATRIX OF ROW DIMENSION MZ
C D : NPDV X ND rlATRIXOF ROW DIMENSION MWXY
C M : NPDU X NPDU MARTIX OF ROW DIMENSION NWXY
C MIMU : IMUERSE OF MATRIX M
C MX : COLUMN DIMENSION OF MATRIX B
C MY : COLUMN DIMENSION OF MATRIX
C COM : NPDU X N_ MATRIX OF ROW DIMENSION NWXY
C OBS : NM X NPDU MATRIX OF ROW DIMENSION NWXY





nIMENSIOM B(NWXY,MX), C(NZ,NWXY), D(NWXY,I)
COMPLEX M(NWXY,NWXY), MINU(N_JXY,NWXY)
COMPLEX CON(NWXY,NX), OBS(NZ,NWXY), DIST(NWXY,I)
C
COMMON /DIM/ NU, NC, NO, HM, NP
< C
,C NPDU = NU + NP + N9
C
C 5UBROTUINE MULTCR ( A, B° AB, L, M, N, NA, NB, HA8 )
C
C COMPUTE MATRIX PRODUCTs AB = AmB
C
C A : L X M COMPLEX MATRIX WITH ROW DIMENSIOM NA
C B : M X IIREAL MATRIX WITH ROW DIMENSION N8













C SUBROUTINE MULTRC ( A, B, AB, L, M, 11,MA, Mg, NAB _J
C
C COMPUTE MATRIX PRODUCT: AB = A*B
C
C A : L X M REAl_MATRIX HITH ROllDIMENSION NA
C B • M X M COMPLEX MATRIX WITH ,_OWBIhErISIOH_B
C AB : L X N COMPLEX MATRIX WITH ROW DIMEMSIOR I_AB
C
C
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